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Self-rescuer Door Storage Pocket  
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Installed to decrease 

2.5kg carried on the 

operators belt (around 

hips and lumbar 

spine) when seated in 

the trucks for up to 12 

hours a day. 

Before After



MT65 Truck Trainer Seat
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Current New Seat Design 

New custom designed 

engineered trainer 

seat ready for a trial. 

This seat has lumber 

support, cushioning 

and suspension. The 

current seat only has 

a firm base platform, 

offering minimal 

support. 



Stand Up Tall Table in Underground Crib Rooms 
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Tall tables installed in the underground crib rooms and 420 hard rock café. This was to encourage the Load and Haul truck/loader operators to 

stand when on crib break. 

Before After



Tall Tables, Electric Stand Up Desks & Posters 
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Three electric stand-up desks were also installed in the stopes 

underground office. “Why Stand” posters are displayed in the 

underground offices and crib rooms to encourage standing 

during a truck operators break.  



HOW TO ADJUST MY MT65 OEM SEAT

Seat Number Explanation 

1. Seat Tilt Lever to position seat base. Lift lever & gently push 

seat base down/pull up to adjust.

2. Height Adjustment Switch To raise seat, lift lever upwards. To lower, press it 

downwards. 

3. Adjustable Shock Absorber Switch To adjust seat firmness pull lever upwards. Push lever 

down in order to decrease firmness. 

Refer to image above for correct suspension.

4. Horizontal Adjustment Lever To move entire seat. Pull lever upward and slide seat 

forward or backwards to desired position. 

5. Backrest Adjustment Lever Pull lever upward and gently push/pull backrest to 

desired position.

6. Lumbar Adjustment Knob Turn knob to adjust lumber support. Lumbar support will 

be felt at base of backrest.

Quick Reference Guides (QRG) were 

placed in all Epiroc trucks, to assist 

operators with how to set up their 

seat correctly using the 6 functions. 



Simulator Seat
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MT65 Epiroc  

Seat in Truck

New Epiroc MT65 seat installed in truck 

simulator for training. We identified the 

operators were training on a seat which was 

used 15-20 years ago and no longer exists in 

the haul trucks. 

Before

After 



Cushions 
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Cushions for 

operators to use in the 

trucks for additional 

support/cushioning. 



Underground Roller Speed Restriction   
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Underground roller top speed reduced from 12km/hr (rabbit 

speed) to 6km/hr (turtle speed) to reduce operator whole body 

vibration when tramming from one site to another. 


